Abstract: Abnormal remarks on the web, such as violence, threat, superstition, etc., may disturb the social order and public morality (referred as sensitive content). To provide a quantitative measure of the sensitivity of a webpage, we propose the concept of web content sensitivity which measures how sensitive a page is. We also propose a web content sensitivity mining approach. Our experiment identified a number of sensitive webpages that traditional frequency-based methods failed to find. By varying the sensitive values of the keywords, different sets of high sensitivity keywords were discovered as well as the corresponding webpages.
Introduction
The World Wide Web continues to grow at an enormous speed in the past two decades. With the emergence and prosperity of the web as a media, a number of problems also arise. For instance, many people disseminate violence, conduct fraud, spread rumours, abuse, threaten, or promote superstition through the web, especially through discussion boards. We refer the above annoying behaviours as sensitive content in this paper. Owing to the special characteristics of the web, messages spread so fast that billions of people may get to them just in a couple of hours. Sensitive pages may disturb the social order and corrupt public morality. It is an important task for the internet regulators to identify the sensitive pages, trace the corresponding IP addresses and even block the IPs when necessary.
Lots of research has been done in web security in recent years. However, most of the efforts were spent on network security auditing, such as firewall, intrusion detection tools and encryption techniques, which emphasise on preventing servers from being intruded or hacked. Such products are not able to monitor the web contents. On the other hand, although search engines, webpage classification tools, new topic detection tools, etc., help users target the required pages from the massive volume of pages, they are not able to quantise how sensitive or abnormal the content is, which cannot fulfil the requirements from the internet regulators. Sentiment classification is a technique to judge a message as positive or negative (favourable or unfavourable) on a given topic. Public opinion monitoring systems (A Solution to Web Public Opinion Monitoring and Analyzing, 2005; I3S Web Search System, 2008) reflect the overall public opinion tendency and provide real-time reports on hot topics at different time granularities. However, none of the above provides a quantitative measure of the sensitivity of the content of a webpage.
Therefore, in this paper, first of all, we propose web content sensitivity mining: find all the pages on the web whose content sensitivity exceeds a user-specified threshold. By introducing the concept of utility (Liu et al., 2005) into the problem, we view utility as the measure of how sensitive the content in a page is. Objective value is the keyword frequency in a given page; subjective value is assigned by the internet regulators to express their sensitivity preference. Then, web content sensitivity of a given page is defined based on the sensitivity of the high-sensitivity keyword-sets it contains.
In addition, we propose an efficient web content sensitivity mining approach. It is applied on two sets of real-world data. We compare our high-sensitivity pages with the one discovered by a frequency-based method. The flexibility is demonstrated by varying the sensitivity table. Our proposed approach shows the following desired properties:
• Level of sensitivity. In traditional content-monitoring systems (Pew Internet and the American Life Project, 2004, 2005) , if a webpage contains a keyword matching a record in a predefined blacklist intentionally or unintentionally, this given page will be filtered immediately from the web by the Department of Security. For example, no message containing US President Bush was on the web in China in 2006, because the GoldShield Project of the Department of Security automatically deleted such messages whenever they were posted, no matter its content is positive or negative. Such systems fail to differentiate different circumstances and bring serious incontinence to web users. Other systems measure the sensitivity of a page by the frequencies of the blacklisted-keywords. The more the blacklisted-keywords contained, the more sensitive the page is. An important fact is that less-occurred words may be more sensitive or influential. By calculating the sensitivity of each webpage, the internet regulators are able to rank the pages in descending order of their sensitivity. The Department of Security may adopt different regulations under different circumstances.
• Flexibility. In real life, the definition of sensitive changes over time, so it requires the monitoring system to update the sensitivity of each page regularly. In our approach, the sensitivity table is determined by the internet regulators or experts, independent from the database, thus, the sensitivity of each page is easy to be updated.
• Dimensionality reduction. The number of terms/dimensions of each page is usually so high that makes typical mining algorithms perform poorly. Our approach can reduce the dimensionality drastically and provide an understandable description of the discovered rules.
With the help of the web content sensitivity mining system, the internet regulators or Department of Security will be able to take appropriate operations under different circumstances, thus making the internet a good, moral and upstanding place. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 overviews the related work. In Section 3, we introduce utility mining, the basis of our proposed approach. In Section 4, we present our proposed high-sensitivity webpage mining approach. Section 5 presents the experimental results and we summarise our work in Section 6.
Related work
Text classification methods have been studied extensively. Typical algorithms include KNN, SVM and Naïve Bayesian classifier (Fabrizio, 2002) . Although they provide acceptable classification accuracy in many applications, they do have weaknesses in text databases:
• the high dimensionality of the document vector affects the performance and accuracy of the classifiers considerably
• these classifiers are used to predict if a document belongs to a predefined class or not, rather than to predict its quantitative sensitivity.
Although SVM is able to predict continuous value, research that uses SVM to predict a webpage's sensitivity has not been seen yet.
Webpages contain additional source of information, such as hyperlinks, title, underlined, anchor text, or bold text. As a sub-field of document classification, typical webpage classifiers adopt text classifiers by assigning weights to the mark-up elements (HTML tags) (Markov et al., 2006) .
Associative classification is also used in text classification (He et al., 2006) . It integrates Association Rules Mining (ARM) with classification, such as CBA (Liu et al., 1988) and CMAR (Thabtah, 2007) . Constructing such a classifier usually consists of three steps: 1 discovering frequent itemsets 2 generating rules whose confidence over a confidence threshold 3 building the classifier by pruning and ranking the rules obtained in 2.
A scoring schema is used to determine the class label of a given document (He et al., 2006) . Sentiment classification is a technique to judge a message as positive or negative (favourable or unfavourable) on a given topic. It can be viewed as a classification problem, which divides a collection of messages into two opposing camps. Classification models have achieved acceptable accuracy (Pang et al., 2002; Durant and Smith, 2006) . Knowledge-based methods (Turney and Littman, 2003) determine the semantic orientation of the content of a given page by a set of pre-selected seed words or phrases.
Public opinion monitoring systems (A Solution to Web Public Opinion Monitoring and Analysing, 2005; I3S Web Search System, 2008) can reflect the overall public opinion tendency and provide real-time reports on hot topics and new topics at different time granularities statistically, but they do not reflect the sensitivity of each page individually.
Some web-auditing systems have been developed, such as firewall, intrusion detection tools and encryption techniques. However, such systems focus on detecting abnormal behaviours in the log streams at the communication layer, including requesting URL, requested URL, number of bytes transferred, referrer, agent, etc., which are different from the data source of web content mining problem.
Existing web-content-monitoring systems, like anti-virus software, spam filter, web filter, determine a webpage normal or abnormal by checking if its IP address, title, or content word matches a record in a predefined blacklist. Some systems use Bayesian classifiers to predict whether a new coming page is abnormal or not.
Utility mining

Definitions and terminology
Since the concept of utility is the basis of our problem, we would like to start with the formal definition of utility-mining model (Liu et al., 2005a (Liu et al., , 2005b ).
• I = {i 1 , i 2 , …, i m } is a set of items.
• D = {T 1 , T 2 , …, T n } is a transaction database where each transaction T i ∈ D is a subset of I.
• o(i p , T q ), objective value, represents the value of item i p in transaction T q .
• s(i p ), significance value, is assigned by a user to express his/her preference. It reflects the importance of an item, independent of transactions. s(i p ) is greater than s(i q ) if the user prefers item i p to item i q .
• u(i p , T q ), utility function, is defined as ( , ) ( ) • u(X, T q ), utility of an itemset X in transaction T q , is defined as ( , )
• u(X), utility of an itemset X, is defined as ( , )
• An itemset X is a high utility itemset if u(X) ≥ ε, where X ⊆ I and ε is the user-specified minimum utility threshold, otherwise, it is a low utility itemset.
Let us use a supermarket transaction database as an example to illustrate the concept of utility. In this example, we take 'profit' as utility. In Table 1 , the total utility is 400. The number in each transaction in Table 1 Table 1 (b), the significance value of item A, s(A), is 3, i.e., the unit profit of item A is 3. Then, u(A, T 8 ) = 3 × 3, indicating that the supermarket earns $9 from item A in transaction T 8 . In Table 1 Utility mining is to find the complete set of high utility itemsets, HU = {X|X ⊆ I, u(X) ≥ ε}. For the example in Table 1 , HU = {{B}, {B, D}, {B, E}, {B, D, E}}. 
Two-Phase algorithm
Utility mining is very challenging because it does not follow downward closure property, or called anti-monotone property: if an itemset does not satisfy a given constraint, none of its supersets can satisfy the constraint. That is, a high utility itemset may consist of some low utility sub-itemsets, thus, to find all the high utility itemsets, it has to enumerate all the combinations of the items. The computational complexity is O(mn2 m ) (m transactions and n distinct items).
We proposed Two-Phase algorithm to find high utility itemsets from transactional databases (I3S Web Search System, 2008; Agrawal and Srikant, 1994) .
Phase I: We define a transaction-level utility mining model that holds a Transaction-level Downward Closure Property. High transaction-level utility itemsets are identified in this phase. The size of candidate set is reduced by only considering the supersets of high transaction-level utility itemsets.
Phase II: Because the set of high utility itemsets is a subset of the set of high transaction-level utility itemsets, only one database scan is incurred to filter the high transaction-level utility itemsets that are actually low utility itemsets. Two-Phase algorithm substantially cuts down the number of candidates and number of database scans. It guarantees that the complete set of high utility itemsets will be discovered with no missing.
Web content sensitivity mining approach
Keyword-set sensitivity
We introduce the concept of utility into the problem of web content mining. First, we propose a new term, keyword-set sensitivity, defined as follows:
• W = {w 1 , w 2 , …, w m } is a set of keywords in a predefined blacklist.
• D = {D 1 , D 2 , …, D n } is a database where D i is the space vector representation of a webpage D q .
• o(w p , D q ), objective value, represents the number of occurrences of keyword w p in webpage D q .
• s(w p ), sensitivity value, is assigned by the internet regulators to express their preference. s(w p ) is greater than s(w q ) if w p is more sensitive or abnormal than w q . It is independent of D.
• u(w p , D q ), utility function, is defined as ( , ) ( ). • S(X), keyword-set sensitivity, is defined as ( , ) .
A keyword-set X is a high-sensitivity keyword-set if S(X) ≥ ε kw , where ⊆ W and ε kw is the keyword-set-sensitivity threshold; otherwise, it is a low-sensitivity keyword-set.
The concept of high-sensitivity keyword-set can help the internet regulators understand the most 'influential' or 'abnormal' terms or phrases on the web.
Keyword-set-sensitivity mining algorithm
We propose a Two-Phase-based keyword-set-sensitivity mining algorithm to find all the high-sensitivity keyword-sets. 
Definition 2 (Doc-level Sensitivity of a Keyword-set):
The doc-level sensitivity of a keyword-set X, denoted as dls(X), is the sum of the doc sensitivities of all the documents containing X:
A keyword-set X is a high doc-level sensitivity keyword-set if dls(X) ≥ ε′, where ε′ is a user-specified threshold.
In this phase, we perform high doc-level sensitivity keyword-sets mining because it holds the anti-monotone property (Note: the purpose of introducing this new term is not to propose a new problem, but to utilise its property to prune the search space.). The proof of this property is not shown here since it is the same as that in utility mining model (I3S Web Search System, 2008; Agrawal and Srikant, 1994) . The size of candidate set is significantly reduced by only considering the high doc-level sensitivity keyword-sets.
Phase II
Theorem 1: Let HLS be the collection of all high doc-level sensitivity keyword-sets in a web database D and HS be the collection of high-sensitivity keyword-sets in D.
If ε′ = ε kw , then HS ⊆ HLS.
Proof: ∀X ∈ HS, if X is a high-sensitivity keyword-set, then
Thus, X is a high doc-level sensitivity keyword-set and X ∈ HLS.
According to Theorem 1, the set of high doc-level sensitivity keyword-sets discovered in Phase I is a superset of the set of high-sensitivity keyword-sets when assuming ε′ = ε kw .
Thus, only one database scan is incurred to filter the overestimated ones generated in Phase I. This algorithm guarantees that the complete set of high-sensitivity keyword-sets will be discovered efficiently.
Complexity and scalability
The complexity of our proposed keyword-set sensitivity mining algorithm is approximately the same as Two-Phase utility mining algorithm (Liu et al., 2005a (Liu et al., , 2005b . The complexity of Phase I takes O(n|C k |) to calculate the doc-level sensitivity at the kth iteration, where |C k | denotes the number of candidates in C k . The worst case happens when all the keyword-sets are high doc-level sensitivity keyword-sets, then all the combinations of the keywords are examined. The scalability of our proposed algorithm is the same as that of Two-Phase algorithm, whose scalability has been demonstrated in Liu et al. (2005a) in terms of number of documents and number of keywords.
Discussion
In text mining, tf-idf (term frequency × inverse document frequency) is a popular weighted space vector model. tf-idf model gives high weights to terms that occur frequently in a specific document but rarely in any other ones in a document collection. The weight is collection-dependent. However, in our approach, the sensitivity value is assigned by the users, which is independent of the document collection. Thus, it is easy to be varied upon different requirements.
Some researchers assign different weights to the keywords manually and then define the weight of a given page as the total weights of all the keywords occurring. Although such methods can discover the high-weight pages, they fail to reflect the correlation between different keywords. The words in a high-sensitivity set may look irrelevant, but actually may have some correlation for some unknown reason.
Web content sensitivity
On the basis of the concept of keyword-set sensitivity, we propose web content sensitivity, WS. WS(p) is the sum of the sensitivity of all the maximal high-sensitivity keyword-sets p contains. Maximal means none of the keyword-sets contributing to the sum is a subset of another keyword-set. Intuitively, web content sensitivity measures how sensitive the content of a page is. Figure 1 shows the pseudo code for computing the content sensitivity. Buffer stores the high-sensitivity keyword-sets in a given page p. Thus, none of the keyword-sets in buffer is a subset of another one because the keyword-sets S are sorted alphabetically and then sorted by the number of keywords in each set in descending order before we start to calculate the web content sensitivity. Web content sensitivity mining is to find out all the webpages whose content sensitivity exceeds a page-sensitivity threshold ε wp .
Let us use Table 2 as a web database example. In Table 2 (a), the number in each cell represents the word frequency. s({B}, D 7 ) is 8, S({B}) is 36 and S({D, E}) = s({D, E}, D 2 ) + s({D, E}, D 4 ) + s({D, E}, D 7 ) = 5 + 8 + 11 = 24. If we set the keyword-set-sensitivity threshold ε kw at 20 and the minimum support (frequency) at 4, keyword-set {D, E} will not be an interesting keyword-set by any frequency-based monitoring system (only occurring in 3 pages), but will be a high-sensitivity keyword-set. To calculate the sensitivity of D 3, we have to check with the keyword-set sensitivity of {A}, {C}, {E}, {A, C}, {A, E}, {C, E} and {A, C, E} (in Table 2 (c)). Assuming ε kw = 20, then only {C, E} and {C} are high-sensitivity keyword-sets. Since {C} is covered by {C, E}, thus, WS(D 3 ) = S({C, E}, D 3 ) = 3. Assuming ε wp = 15, then, D 3 is a low-sensitivity page.
Table 2
A Web database and sensitivity table 
Since web content sensitivity is a quantitative measure of the sensitivity of the content of a webpage, it provides us chances to sort the webpages in the order of sensitivity and take appropriate monitoring strategies under different circumstances.
Experimental results
Datasets
We evaluate our sensitivity mining approach on two sets of real-world data. Each data set covers various topics.
• News: 12,007 news papers collected from www.sina.com between January 2008 and July 2008.
• Discussion Board: 11,200 posts between January 2008 and July 2008 from www.tianya.cn, one of the largest Chinese discussion boards.
We extract all the content words from the webpages including image captions, video captions, but excluding the multimedia data. Each page is transformed into a space vector as in Table 2 (a), where each row represents a vector and each column represents the frequency of the keyword in a given page. We obtained a keyword blacklist from a collaborator at the Department of Security. The blacklist contains 1449 words that can be roughly categorised into four groups: 1 terrorism, violence, national security 2 obscenity, pornography 3 fraud, threat, crimes, disaster 4 others.
The keyword blacklist is the sensitivity table, where the sensitivity-level value could be adjusted by the users.
Results
We implement our keyword-set-sensitivity mining algorithm in C. Apriori (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994) , the most widely used frequent itemsets mining algorithm, is also implemented. All the experiments are performed on a 700-MHz Xeon 8-way shared memory parallel machine with a 4-GB memory.
During January-July 2008, China spent great efforts on security issues to protect the athletes and maintain the order at the stadiums for the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games. So, we assign the highest sensitivity value to security-related words. The sensitivity values of the keywords are set at 8, 4, 2, 1 from group (1) to group (4). Table 3 presents the top 10 high-sensitivity keyword-sets in News by our utility-based approach (keywordset-sensitivity threshold is 2.5%) and the top 10 frequent keyword-sets in News by Apriori (support threshold is 0.5%), respectively (Single frequent words are excluded in Table 3 ).
Our keyword sensitivity mining model successfully discovered the national security related keyword-sets, #1, #6, #7, #8 and #9. However, Apriori, the most widely used frequent itemsets mining algorithm, found only one set {613, 638}, regarding this big issue. The rest of the keyword-sets by our model are all related to earthquake loss, casualties, consequences, etc. Since an 8.0 magnitude earthquake happened in Sichuan in May 2008, it is reasonable that a large number of messages were on this topic. The outputs of Apriori are most related to a bribery case and a Los Angeles earthquake, which are actually not sensitive from the view of the Department of Security of China, although they were reprinted by many Medias. We enhanced the sensitivity-level value of obscenity and pornography words by setting 4, 8, 1, 2 as the sensitivity values for groups (1), (2), (3), (4), respectively. Table 4 presents the top 10 high-sensitivity keyword-sets in News. We observe that the top 5 keyword-sets are still for Sichuan Earthquake, but #6, #7 and #9 are obscene phrases. This result shows that our model is able to find different sensitive keyword-sets when varying the sensitivity levels of the keywords in the sensitivity table. (2) words. This experiment result demonstrates that our web content sensitivity mining model is able to find different webpages by varying the sensitivity table.
Interesting results are also observed in Discussion Board data set. The top high-sensitivity keyword-sets are mostly related to national sovereignty, terrorism, democracy and bribery, which are different with the observations from News. This observation is expected because www.tianya.cn is a large discussion board where a great number of Chinese share their political ideas.
Conclusions
Traditional web-content-monitoring methods fail to provide a quantitative measure of how sensitive a webpage, thus it is difficult for the internet regulators to make appropriate strategies according to the different sensitivity requirements. In this paper, we proposed a web content sensitivity mining approach, which introduces the concept of utility into the model. Two new terms, keyword-set sensitivity and web content sensitivity, were proposed to measure the sensitivity of a keyword-set and a page, respectively. Two-Phase algorithm was proposed to discover high-sensitivity keyword-sets and then high-sensitivity pages. We applied our approach on two sets of real-world data. The results showed that our model can capture more sensitive pages than frequency-based methods. When varying the sensitivity table, different high-sensitivity keyword-sets were obtained as well as high-sensitivity pages. Our approach enables the internet regulators to take different strategies under different circumstances.
Although our proposed approach has achieved acceptable results, a number of problems need to be discussed in our future work:
• Special features of webpages, such as the number of clicks and duration, reflect the popularity of the content the page carries. The property of popularity-weighted web content sensitivity should be studied.
• Although a webpage contains some sensitive topics, people may discuss them in a positive aspect. Such pages are supposed not to be filtered or blocked. Our approach could be improved by applying sentiment classification on the high-sensitivity pages.
• Webpage layout actually delivers rich information. How to obtain hints of sensitive messages from the layout structure deserves investigation.
• The number of hyperlinks, in-degree and out-degree are good indicators of the popularity and the impact of a webpage. How to involve such information into our approach deserves investigation.
